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SOIL SURVEY OF BIG BEND AREA, BURNABY, B .C .

INTRODUCTION

At the request of the B.C . Land Commission a detailed soil survey
of the Big Bend area in South Burnaby, British Columbia, was undertaken
by the Resource Analysis Branch, B .C . Ministry of the Environment, in
August, 1977 .

The purpose of this project was two-fold :

1 . To describe in a report and delineate on a 1 :20,000 map,
the soils of the Big Bend area ; and

2 . to derive agricultural capability ratings for these soils .

Big Bend is located adjacent to and north of the North Arm of the
Fraser River ,in the southern most part of Burnaby District Municipality
(Figure 1) . The study area is bounded by South East Marine Drive to the

Figure 1 . Location of Study Area
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north, the North Arm of the Fraser River to the south, by Boundary Road
to the west, and by the Queensborough Bridge to the east (Figure 2) .

;
The .soil units were first delineated on 1976 black and white aerial

photographs (BC 5720-005 to 011, 143 to 048, and BC 5724-234 to 236) at

a scale of approximately 1:16,000. These units were then field checked

and the soils described . Using these field observations the preliminary

map lines were adjusted to be consistent with the landscape . Figure 2

indicates the accessibility of map units to field checking and shows the

location of the soil observation sites .

Following field observation and final delineation of map units on

the aerial photographs, the unit boundaries were transferred to the soil

map . The soil descriptions, with limited laboratory analysis, were

correlated with and assigned to soil series . These soil series names are

consistent with those soil series described by Luttmerding and Sprout (1966,

1969) . Soil capability for agriculture ratings for each soil were then



determined following the methods of Canada Land Inventory (1965) and
the British Columbia Land Inventory (1973) systems . Map 1 illustrates
the location and extent of the soil series found in the study area .
Map 2 indicates the agricultural capability ratings of the soils in the
study area . '

There were eight soil series and two miscellaneous land types
identified in the Big Bend area . The soil series and miscellaneous
land types mapped include the following :

Soil Series Map_Symbol
Annis
Anthropogenic
Annacis
Delta
Ladner

Lumbum
Lulu
Richmond
Triggs ,
Urban

These mapping units are described in detail by Luttmerding and
Sprout (1966) . However, soil descriptions are presented in the text
following, and general characteristics of these soils are illustrated
in the legend attached to Map 1 .

Summarized soil descriptions :

AN - Ann i s
The Annis soil series occupies a minor portion of the Big
Bend study area, adjacent to the Canadian National Railroad
to the south . Topography is flat to very gently undulating
with slopes below two percent. Annis soils are generally

depressional in relation to the surrounding landscape .

Annis soils have developed from a mixture of moderately-fine

to fine-textured marine and non-marine deltaic deposits .

These are overlain by a shallow capping (approximately 15 to



40 cm) of partially to well decomposed organic material .
Surface textures vary from muck.to peaty muck while the
underlying mineral horizons range from silty clay loam to
silty clay .

These soils are very poorly drained . The water table is at
or near the surface for most of the year . Ponding frequently
occurs during heavy rains due to poor surface and internal
drainage . Organic material on the surface of Annis soil may
have been much deeper at one time but has been reduced by
peat extraction .

Annis soil series is classified as a Rego Gleysol : peaty
phase . The profile development is restricted to organic
matter accumulation on the surface and strong gleying in the
subsoil . A typical profile is described by Luttmerding and
Sprout (1969) . -

The soil capability for agriculture rating of the Annis
series 'is Class G improved- to [3k] with artificial drainage ;
the major limitation is poor drainage . ,

A - Anthropo2enic
A significant portion of the Big Bend area is covered by
Anthropogenic soils . These are soils which have been mani-
pulated by man to such an extent that the original charac-
teristics of the soil have been destroyed . The Anthropogenic
soils of the Big Bend are composed of various land fill
materials including hog fuel, gravel, and sand dredgings .

They have limited agricultural capability, due to the
compaction, texture and physical composition of these
materials .

AS - Annacis

The Annacis soil series is found near the south end of Byrne

Road. Elevations range from about 1 .5 to 2.1 meters and the

topography is level to very gently undulating .



The parent material of the Annacis series consists of
organic deposits greater than 160 cm deep . The organic
material is primarily well decomposed except for the surface
which is usually moderately decomposed .

These soils are very poorly drained with the water table at
or near the surface during the winter, spring, and early
summer if artificial drainage is not provided .

The Annacis series is classified as a Typic Humisol : mesic
phase . A typical profile is described by Luttmerding and
Sprout (1969) .

Soil capability for agriculture rating of the Annacis series
in the Oig Bend area is 041d . When improved (by adequate
water table control) the rating is expected to be (03W] or
[02X] . Some drainage ditches are currently present ; they
however, do not Provide adequate water table control .

DT - Delta
Delta soils occupy a minor portion of the Bi,g Bend, adjacent
to the North Arm of the Fraser River in association with the
Ladner series . They usually occupy depressional areas of
level to gently undulating topography . Slopes vary from 1
to 5 percent .

The parent material is a mixture of marine and Fraser River
sediments . Surface textures are silty clay loam varying to
silty clay and are commonly underlain by a dense, clay
textured subsoil .

This Rego Humic Gleysol is very poorly drained . Surface,

as well as internal water movement, is very slow and the
water table is at-or near the soil surface for part of the

year .



A typical soil profile is described by Luttmerding and
Sprout (1966) .

The agricultural capability rating of the Delta soil
series is Class 5W with major limitation being poor drainage .
This rating improves to j2XI or (3L~J1 vrith .artificiai drainage .

- Ladner
Ladner soils are very minor in the Big Bend area occurring
adjacent to the North Arm of the Fraser River . They are
generally found between elevations of 1 .2 to 2 .4 meters and
have level to gently undulating topography . ., .,

Stone-free, silty clay loam to silty clay deltaic deposits
of marine and non-marine origin form the parent material of
Ladner soils .

The Ladner soil series is moderately poorly to poorly drained .
Upper horizons are strongly mottled wh.ile those at depth are
strongly gleyed . Rooting depth is hindered by the dense
subsoil (Btg) horizons . ,

Ladner soils are classified as Humic Luvic Gleysols . Well
developed eluvial and illuvial horizons are present . Also,
substantial quantities of organic matter have accumulated
in the surface horizon . A typical profile is described by
Luttmerding and Sprout (1969) .

The soil capability for agriculture rating of the Ladner
series is .Class 3p, 3~, or 4~ improving to. C3~J or (2XJ with
improved drainage . The limitations are poor drainage and
restricted rooting depth .

LM - Lumbum
The Lumbum series occupies a large proportion of the Big

Bend area . Elevations range from 1 .5 to 3 meters with level

to very gently undulating topography .



Lumbum soils have developed from organic materials greater
than 160 cm in depth . The origin of these organic materials
in the Big Bend area is primarily sphagnum moss . The
surface tier is usually undecomposed and is underlain by
moderately decomposed horizons to at least 120 cm . In some
areas, the relatively undecomposed surface may have been
deeper than at present, but has been removed by mining for
the peat .

These soils are very poorly drained . The Lumbum series is
classified as a Typic Mesisol ; fibric phase . A typical
profile is described by Luttmerding and Sprout (1g69) .

Present soil capability is, Class 041d . The improved rating
is [031-1] . The major limitation is poor drainage which has
been partially overcome by ditch drainage, but this is
inadequate to improve the present rating . Artificial drainage
of these soils must be done carefully in order to avoid ex-
cessive subsidence if they are overdrained . Also, the bearing
strength of these soils is very low, thus caution should be
used when loading them to avoid uplift in adjacent areas .

LU - Lul u
A relatively minor acreage of the Big Bend area is occupied
by the Lulu series, particularly in the southern portion of
the map area near Tillicum Street and Mandeville Avenue .
The topography is generally level to very gently undulating .

Lulu soils have developed from organic deposits usually

40 to 160 cm deep . The underlying mineral sediments are a misture

Qfmar_j_ns_and-no.n-ma--j_ne-JQa-t-aic._-deposits_._ . Subsurface_,._ho.rizons . __

and usually the surface organic horizon are moderately deco,n-

posed, although the surface is sometimes only slightly
decomposed . The underlying mineral sediments are silt loam

to silty clay loam in texture . In many areas, the organic
material may originally have been deeper than at present, but

the surface has been partially removed by mining of the peat .



These soils are very poorly drai~ned . Lulu soils are
classifi.ed as Terric .Ptesisols . A typical profile is des-
cribed by Luttmerding and Sprout (1969) .

The present soil capability for agriculture rating of the
Lulu series is Class 041d . The drainage improved rating is
C03GO. This area has been drained by ditches .

RC - Richmond
Richmond soils in the Big Bend area occupy a minor proportion
,of-the map area and are located primarily east of Boundary
Road and north of the B .C . Hydro railroad . .The topography is., . .
level to very gently undulating and-the elevation ranges from
1 .5 to 3 .3 meters .

Richmond soils .are derived from organic deposits which are
usually 40 to 160 cm deep and overlie marine and non-marine
deltaic deposits . In some areas the organic material was
probably much thicker but the original surface has been
partly removed by peat extraction . Subsurface horizons are'
well decomposed while the surface is general~ly moderately
decomposed . The subsoil mineral material is usually silty
clay loam or silt loam .

Richmond soil drainage is very poor . The Richmond soil
series is classified as a Terric Humisol : mesic phase . A
typical profile is~described by Luttmerding and Sprout (1969) .

Agricultural capability rating of the Richmond series is
Class 04W . An improved rating is Class {03t~!] . The major
limitation is poor drainage although the area has been
partially drained by ditches .

TR - Triggs

A major proportion of the Big Bend map area is occupied by

the Triggs soil series . The topography is level to very



gently undulating and the elevations range .from about 3
meters on the margins .to almost 6 meters in the center,of
the bogs . The domed character is caused by successive growth
of new moss on older moss . Growth is more rapid and decom-
position slower near-the center than at the margins .

Triggs soils have developed from deep (greater than 160 cm),
. relatively undecomposed .accumulations of sphagnum and some

hypnum mosses . . .

Drainage is very poor and where no artificial drainage has
been installed, the water table is at or near the surface for
most of the year .

The Triggs series is classified as a Typic Fibrisol :~sphagnic
phase .. A typical profile is described by Luttmerding and
Sprout (1969) .

The present agricultural capability rating of the Triggs
series~ .is C1ass~05F improving to [04F1 drained. The majority
of the area is inadequately drained by ditches . .

. SUMMARY

In summary the majority of soils in the Big Bend area are of
organic origin . These organic soils vary from the poorly decomposed
Fibrisols (Triggs) through the moderately decomposed Mesisols (tumbum)
to some well decomposed Humisols (Annacis) .Near the edges of the
organic soils, adjacent to the North Arm of the Fraser River ; some
mineral soils such as Ladner, and Delta, and shallow organics such as
Lulu are found .

It appears that, since most of the Big Bend area has been mined
of its surface peat, most of the area was once covered by Triggs soils .

In the process of peat extraction the fibric or poorly decomposed
material is removed. . The depth of mining is determined by the depth to
mesic and humic materials which are unsuitable for mining .
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With adequate drainage the underlying mesic and humic materials
are highly suited for agricultural crops . These soils are limited
primarily to annual crops because of the high water~table during the
winter, spring and early summer months . Crops such as lettuce, onions,
carrots, radishes, and .some cole crops do very well on these soils .
Also, perennial crops such as cranberries and blackberries, which are
water tolerant do extremely well on these soils . Because these types
of crops do . not store or transfer easily, without damage, it is valuable
.to be able to produce. them locally rather than some other crop such as
wheat which transports and stores very readily .

Present artificial drainage of the Big Bend area is accomplished
. by way of a series of interconnected drainage ditches . These ditches,
although they may be adequate in number and length, but not in maintenance
or control, could be utilized more fully for complete water table control
with a slightly more sophisticated system of flood gates and pumping
stations as well as conscientious~maintenance . In most cases, irrigation
of agricultural crops is required in the dry summer months . The need
for irrigation could be reduced substantially by improved water table
control .

Significant .proportions of the Big Bend area have been in filled
by various types of landfill materials including hog fuel, gravel, sand

dredgings, etc . These areas are generally unsuited for any type of
agricultural crop production . However, those areas covered by sand~
dredgings could be reclaimed with fertilization and irrigation .
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Fifteen to 40 cm of organic
material overlying moderately
fine textured Fraser River
floodplain deposits

Greater than 160 cm of well
_decomposed ornanic material

Medium to moderately fine
.Fraser River .deltaic
deposits

`Noderately fine to fine
textured Fraser River del-
taic deposi ts

Greater than-160 cm of part-
ially decomposed organic
material

Soil Drainage

Poor to very poor ; high
groundwater table

Very poor ; high to very
high groundwater table

Poor ; high groundwater
table

Moderately poor to poor ;
perched water table

Very poor ; high groundwater
table

f Forty to 160 cm of moder- Very poor ; high groundwater
? ately decomposed organic table
material overlying moder-
etely fine textured Fraser
deltaic deposits .

Foc'v to 160 cm of well Very poor ; high groundwater
deccmnosed organic material table
overl'ying moderately fine .
texture:! Fraser.River del-
taic depc;its - .

~;". . _ . ,~ne. . ... . . . . ..-. ...~ �;...;...,. . ...�. . ~. ~r .

-'IT-dir. 160 cm of . - Very poor ; high groundwaterI
ilecunincise'ii' ~rganic materials, :table

Soil
Classification

Rego Gleysol
(Humic phase)

Typic Humisol

Rego Humic Gleysol

Humic Luvic Gleysol

Typic Hesisol

Terric ttesisol

Terric Humisol

Typic Fibrisol
(Sphagno Phase)*

Areas which have been substantially altered by the activities of man; primarily
landfill;areas which may be composed of hog fuel, sand dredgings, and/or mixed
ilravel ; sand . .and .cement debris . .

Land'presently.utiil,ized almast exclusively for residential and other urban land uses .

O !to 0.5 .a- . nearly level complex topography
O .s to 2 ;6 . gently undulating complex topography

, .onmNN, ~ ~

_LM soil . name - Lumbum

a slope class
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AGRICULTUF,` LEGEND

CAPABILITY RATINGS

Mineral Soils :

Soils in this class have moderately severe limitations that
restrict the range of crops or require special conservation
practices .

Soils in this class have severe limitations that restrict
the range of crops or require special conservation practices
or both .

Class 5 - Soils in this class have very severe limitations that restrict
.their capability to produce perennial forage crops, and
improvement practices and feasible .

12'30°

Class 02 - Organic soils in this class have moderate limitations that
restrict the range of crops .

Class 03 - Organic soils in this class have moderately severe limit-
ations that restrict the range of crops or require special
management practices .

Class 04_ - Organic soils in this class have severe limitations that
- restrict the range of crops or require special management

practices or both .

Organics soils in this class have very severe limitations
that restrict their capability for the production of
perennial forage and other specially adapted crops .

0 - . Undesireabje soil . .structure and/or low permeability, .,~ , . .

. r . . . . . . . . .
.~°. , :A.. . . . . . . ". . - . .. . . . . " ' . .. : . . . _ _ . . . . . .-. . .

capability
class~ ~ major limitation

capability-]
subclass Lrelatively r1inor limitation

Organic Soils

capability
class -~ r-major limitinc factor

oroanic---01,5W 104F1I----improved rating (drainedl

capability
1subclass ~-relatively mircr linitino lFactor

Shallow Orqanic Soils

organic Q4W ~3W~ ,,:rained -ecores
;e J~,~~.al~_, 'ei

Areas . of landfill', which are
nroducticn .

5W I4W] improved rating (drained)
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